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Chapter 2171 2176-Suan NI's Arrival! 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

In the void 3000 feet above the yellow spring, a vast space vortex appeared. Unprecedented demonic 

energy swept across the world. The leader of the red demon race, the true demon bi an, led the most 

majestic red demon Army and descended. 

With ye Chen's superb sensory abilities, he naturally sensed such a massive energy impact that reached 

a thousand feet below the yellow spring. 

"The magic martial arts world is really like a haunting ghost!" 

At this moment, ye chen had already fused with the seven great spiritual reserves. His strength had 

increased hundreds of times and his Foundation was comparable to a peak abstruse immortal! 

He had even mastered the seven great spiritual accumulation martial arts and had reached the point of 

perfection in the use of spiritual accumulation. 

Therefore, no matter how many powerhouses from the magic martial arts realm came, he was not 

afraid. 

However, he knew that in this spirit accumulation Valley, seven great spiritual reserves were not the 

limit. The truly powerful existence was in the underground Holy Palace nine thousand feet below. 

After devouring the seven great spiritual reserves, ye chen could sense the two strongest great domains. 

He also knew that the other party had also sensed his existence and was likely waiting for him to walk 

into the trap. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

 All of a sudden, the Suan ni released boundless demonic energy in the sky. The powerful force shook 

the entire universe and shattered all the space barriers, exposing the entire spirit accumulation Valley to 

the sky. 

"Hahaha, spirit reservoir Valley, the most mystical land of fortune. This Demon Lord wants to obtain 

your strongest power and let the red demon race rise!" 

The Suan ni flew up and spewed endless demonic flames, instantly engulfing the entire 30000 feet of the 

yellow spring. There were flames everywhere and people were in misery. The entire earth vein and 

terrain changed drastically. Now, the 30000 feet of the yellow spring had become the base of the red 

demon race. 

"Mighty demon Lord!" 

Countless devil experts were shouting. This place had already become the territory of the devil race, 

their home ground. 

"Lord bi an, the spirit accumulation Valley is a thousand miles ahead. According to my senses, Qing Yu 

demon venerable died in battle there!" Demon venerable sea scales said. 
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"Mm ..." 

Demon master bi an nodded slightly, then steered the demon ship in the direction of the spirit 

accumulation Valley. 

At the same time, above the clouds in the sky, a thundercloud flashed. 

"What?" 

Demon master Yan Huang's eyes turned cold. Although it was only for a moment, he definitely sensed 

the existence of a powerful immortal energy. 

"Hmph, it seems like our red demon clan isn't the only one interested in the spirit reservoir Valley." 

"Sir Yan, what did you sense?" 

"Demon venerable Hailin, you stay behind and pay attention to the movements above the nine Heavens. 

I think the immortal spirit world is about to make a big move!" 

"Don't worry, Lord Qianqian. If anyone from the immortal spirit realm dares to come, I'll make sure they 

won't be able to return!" 

"Very good, the three of you will take the 100000 mo Army and follow me to the spirit reservoir Valley!“ 

"Yes!" 

Receiving the order, the three demon Venerables-white eyes, nine-tail, and Sky Dragon-led their armies 

to follow demon master bi an. 

Ye chen descended from the depths of the spirit reservoir Valley. 

Looking at his surroundings, ye chen could feel the suppression of the spiritual accumulation here. 

Previously, even on the seventh floor, ye chen had not felt this kind of suppression with his six spiritual 

accumulations. However, at this moment, even after he had fused with seven great spiritual 

accumulations, he still felt this kind of suppression. This showed that the strength of the strongest 

eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations was beyond imagination. 

"Ye chen!" 

A voice came from the sky. Ye chen looked ahead and saw a ball of light appear in the sky. Then, it took 

the shape of a human. 

This person had the air of a Sage and was in the form of an old man. However, ye chen could tell at a 

glance that everything in front of him was an illusion. This person's real body did not look like this. 

"You have the eighth spiritual accumulation!" 

Ye chen said. 

"That's right, it's me. You've devoured the power of the seven spiritual reserves and committed a sin of 

killing. Are you still not repenting?" 

"Killing, sin? Hahaha!" 



Ye chen did not expect this person to say such a ridiculous thing. This kind of old-fashioned excuse made 

ye chen feel very bored. 

In this deep valley, the nine spiritual pools had absorbed the essence of countless powerhouses. They 

had killed countless people. Now, they actually said that devouring spiritual pools was a heavy sin of 

killing. What a joke. 

"Bastard!" 

Seeing how ye chen was so disdainful of him, the eighth spiritual accumulation was furious and scolded. 

"Return to my control immediately with the ninth spiritual accumulation. This is your only way out!" 

"What a joke! Do you really think that you're invincible just because you can defeat the seven great 

spiritual accumulations? I can easily destroy your spiritual accumulation Foundation, do you know that?" 

"If that's the case, why are you wasting your breath? Idiot!" 

"You!" 

The eighth spiritual accumulation had been angered by ye chen. It activated the power of spiritual 

accumulation and evolved various divine powers to attack ye chen. 

"Come on!" 

Ye Chen's eyes were focused. He wanted to end the battle as soon as possible because the magic martial 

arts world and even other forces might descend here. After all, the demon Fire Prairie that bi an had 

launched had completely alarmed the powerhouses of Jiutian Shidi. 

"I'll let you appear first!" 

After activating the nine Thunder God lakas, ye Chen's back was filled with thunder and lightning. The 

true immortal law activated the nine Thunder God lakas and the surrounding space was instantly 

trapped in the Thunder God's domain. 

"What?" 

Feeling the super-strong Thunder God's power that targeted his psyche, the eighth spiritual 

accumulation was shocked. After all, this Thunder God's power was like a Heavenly Tribulation. This 

power was released after ye chen devoured the nine Thunder God Dharma forms. 

Even the eighth spiritual accumulation, which had reached the peak of control over the spiritual body, 

could not continuously use the illusionary body to deal with the enemy in such a domain! 

"Go to hell!" 

The eighth spiritual accumulation was furious. From the ground, countless spiritual accumulation 

pitchforks and Spears rose up from the ground like sharp mountains, piercing through everything. 

"Heavenly Thunder God-destroying palm!" 

In the face of such a killing formation, ye Chen's eyes widened in anger and he struck out with his killing 

palm. 



"Boom boom boom!" 

With the addition of the nine Thunder God Dharma forms and the Thunder God killing formation, ye 

Chen's palm print had the power to kill gods and annihilate Buddhas. In an instant, it shattered the nine 

thousand spear peaks, shattered rocks into the air, and waves crashed against the shore. The scene was 

so Grand that it was indescribable. 

"Impossible!" 

The eighth spiritual accumulation had thought that his killing formation had been hidden so well that 

this attack could severely injure ye chen. However, he saw that ye chen was completely fine while his 

killing formation had been completely shattered by the Thunder God's palm. 

"Let's go!" 

The eighth spiritual accumulation wanted to summon the illusionary body back but ye chen would not 

give him the chance. 

"Burning Sky melting earth hand!" 

With the power of the Thunder God domain, ye chen activated the power of the heavenly flame, 

burning the sky and melting the earth. Suddenly, the Thunder and fire double formations locked the 

spiritual accumulation and the eighth spiritual accumulation's illusionary body had no way to hide. 

"You, you!" 

"Enter my control!" 

Ye chen did not kill him directly. Instead, he sealed him into the ancient God Space. This way, it was 

possible to find the eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

At this moment, the spirit accumulation Valley shook and a channel of magic energy appeared. 

"Hahaha!" 

The demon laughed wildly, and its might shook the heavens. Demon master bi an appeared with the 

three demon Venerables. 

"Ye chen, thank you so much for helping me find the power of Amitabha." 

Chapter 2172 Immortal Realm Painting! 

With the arrival of demon master bi an, the scene became chaotic again. The red demons of the magic 

martial world were threatening them. 

Ye chen looked coldly at the sky. Demon master bi an's body was covered in raging demonic flames. His 

demonic energy was overbearing. He was like a Demon God who had walked out of hell. He was 

insufferably arrogant. 
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In the face of such a situation, ye chen understood that this was not the time to fight head-on. Instead, 

he could use the illusionary body of the eighth spiritual accumulation to make a move. After all, there 

was a lot of spiritual accumulation information hidden in this illusionary body. 

"Ha, Who are you?" 

In the face of such a powerful opponent, ye chen was not afraid and asked with a cold smile. 

"In this situation, you can still talk to me naturally. Kid, you're really extraordinary. I am the bi 'an demon 

master, the leader of the red demon race. I have come from the mo Wu world to take the spiritual 

energy. Hand over the spiritual energy you have now, and I might consider making you my slave. " 

Demon master bi an replied. 

"Slave? Hahaha, you're still dreaming!" 

With that, ye chen flew into the air. 

"You want to leave? What a pity!" 

"What a pity!" Demon master bi 'an waved his sharp claws. Suddenly, a Grand demonic energy 

boundary appeared in the void and pressed down, sealing off all the space that could be escaped. 

The vast amount of mana and the power of a true devil were on a completely different level from his 

previous opponents. 

In the face of such power, ye Chen's eyes turned cold. 

"[Starseizing hand]!" 

Ye chen had mastered it. The same divine power had different effects. The Grand [starseizing hand] 

absorbed the power of the stars from the nine Heavens. It turned into a whirlwind of stars that violently 

counter-attacked. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The Starlight hit the mana barrier, but it didn't have any effect. 

Such a powerful demonic barrier was the power of a true demon. 

"Hahaha, how can a puny true immortal like you possibly resist the power of a true devil? Submit 

immediately!" 

"What a joke!" 

Ye chen sneered and threw out a Blue stream of light, which instantly turned into the liuxian bottle. 

"Go!" 

The liuxian bottle contained the power of the universe and the essence of the sun and the moon. It 

instantly burst out and rushed towards the magical barrier. 

"What?" 



Sensing the powerful energy in the liuxian bottle, demon master lang wo was shocked. 

"It's indeed a good treasure. Such a treasure should belong to me, the demon master!" 

"If you have the ability, then come and get it yourself!" 

"How dare you provoke me, ye chen! You'll die without a burial ground!" 

"Hahaha!" 

In the face of a true demon powerhouse from the magic martial world, ye Chen's domineering posture 

remained unchanged. This was the dignity of the celestial Emperor. Who could hide it? 

"Nine Heavens Yu-treading steps!" 

Golden lotuses appeared under ye Chen's feet. With the law of space and his movement divine ability, 

he quickly disappeared into the void. 

"Damn it!" 

Demon master bi an was furious. As the saying went,'a hundred secrets had a flaw.' In a space within the 

demonic energy barrier, a hole in the formation had appeared and ye chen had found it. 

"This person's observation and perception are unprecedented. I've only just discovered such a 

loophole!" 

"Master Wufu, we seem to be in the territory of the eighth spiritual accumulation. Should we look for 

the spiritual accumulation?" White-eye asked. 

"Hmm.....I'll deal with that kid in the future. For now, I'll search for the two strongest spiritual 

accumulations. As long as I get them, I'll be able to find him even if he runs to the ends of the earth." 

"Yes!" 

Demon venerable White-eye and the other two looked for the eighth spiritual accumulation's 

whereabouts and stopped chasing ye chen. 

After leaving the enchantment, ye chen emerged from a spatial vortex. 

Because it was too urgent, he had released his strongest spatial power, so he didn't know where he 

would appear. 

He looked around and found that he was still in the spirit reservoir Valley, which showed that the spirit 

reservoir Valley was much bigger than he had imagined. 

However, although there was a spiritual aura here, it was completely different from before. This might 

not be the territory of the eighth spiritual accumulation. Ye chen was a little confused as to what kind of 

place he was. 

He carefully observed and sensed that this was not the territory of the ninth spiritual accumulation, but 

a very special place in the spirit accumulation Valley. 



Relying on the spiritual accumulation's own sensing connection, ye chen walked toward the place where 

the spiritual energy was the richest. 

After walking for about an hour, he found a place that looked like a sacrificial altar. 

"This is ..." 

Ye chen carefully examined the sacrificial altar in front of him and found that it was emitting wisps of 

immortal Qi. 

The immortal Qi contained powerful immortal power laws, which were definitely above the level of true 

immortals. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Sensing ye Chen's arrival, four candlelights appeared around the sacrificial altar. Under the illumination 

of the candlelight, the surrounding space brightened. Ye chen noticed that the surrounding mountain 

walls were engraved with many murals. These murals depicted events of the immortal world. 

"The celestial Spirit realm!" 

Ye chen squinted his eyes and looked at the various murals. Celestial energy was surging in the murals, 

making them seem alive. Ye chen had seen this scene too many times but this time, it was not the same. 

"True immortal's dharma world!" 

He released his true immortal laws and sensed the power within the murals. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

As ye chen released the true immortal spell world, the murals began to react. What circulated within 

them was a super-dense celestial energy. 

"Hahaha, the heavens are really helping me. After stepping into the realm of true immortality, although I 

have the support of spiritual accumulation, my own Foundation is still too lacking. This time, I came to 

absorb the power of this place." 

Ye chen took out the liuxian bottle and aimed it at the murals. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

As ye Chen's spiritual will moved, the liuxian bottle and ye Chen's mind connected. Following the 

heavenly Emperor's instructions, he began to absorb the pure celestial energy in the murals. 

This time, ye chen had an extra safety measure. He would first absorb this energy into the liuxian bottle. 

Not only could he identify if there were any side effects, but he could also purify this energy, killing two 

birds with one stone. 

"Rising moon!" 

Ye chen threw out the eight gates divine disc and released the power of the eight gates. The wonder 

gate Dunjia evolved the light of the sun and moon. It retracted the sunlight and left a full moon in the 

sky. 



Immediately, the liuxian bottle opened its super strong magical realm and absorbed the immortal power 

of the mural. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The various celestial energy in the murals poured into the liuxian bottle endlessly. Then, the liuxian 

bottle emitted a celestial light. Under the full moon's illumination, it operated on its own and absorbed 

the celestial energy into it. Ye chen sensed it. 

"It's actually so pure!" 

Without the purification of the liuxian bottle, the immortal energy was already of the best quality. 

"In that case, I'll refine it directly!" 

Ye chen activated his mental cultivation method. The liuxian bottle refined the celestial energy and 

sprinkled it on ye Chen's head. 

Instantly, the celestial energy surged wildly as if he had been enlightened. Ye chen felt as if his entire 

body was bathed in a sea of celestial energy. The feeling was too shocking! 

His Qi sea churned as he reached Foundation establishment! 

"Nine Thunder God Dharma laksa!" 

The celestial energy in front of him was like an ocean, endless. 

Ye chen released his heavenly Dao Dharma. The nine thunder gods appeared and opened their mouths 

to absorb the celestial energy. 

Through the transformation of the liuxian bottle, the speed at which ye chen and the Thunder God 

Dharma power absorbed celestial energy had increased by a hundred times! 

Chapter 2173 Heavenly Spirit Buddha! 

The surging celestial energy poured into ye Chen's sea of Chi and Thunder God materialization. Ye chen 

felt his strength rising rapidly. The energy he had consumed during the battle with the eighth spirit 

apparition and demon master bi an had all been restored. 

"Ah!" 

The celestial energy in his Chi sea had gathered too much into his Astral Soul. Ye chen roared and all the 

murals on the surrounding mountain walls exploded at the same time. 

,m Boom, boom, boom! 

When the murals exploded, a spiritual Pearl was found in each of the murals. 

"What is this?" 

Ye chen was curious. He sensed the power of the spiritual pearls and found that these spiritual pearls 

actually contained various celestial energy laws. These laws were precisely arranged and were obviously 

extraordinary. 
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"Could it be a magical power?" 

Without thinking too much, ye chen circulated his celestial energy and put all the spiritual pearls into his 

pouch. It was the eighteen celestial energy spiritual pearls. 

As ye chen harvested the eighteen celestial spiritual pearls, The Four Candles on the altar suddenly 

became extremely bright. Then, a pillar of light shot toward the center of the altar and the entire altar 

was activated. 

Under the illumination of the four candlelights, ye chen saw a Dharma form of Buddha appear above the 

sacrificial altar. 

"How is that possible?" 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. This Dharma form of Buddha was too unusual. It contained thousands of 

wondrous techniques. He could even sense the energy of the source of spiritual accumulation. 

"Ten thousand years of cultivation, a thousand li of fast wind, defying the heavens and unable to cross, 

will pass away in this mountain!" 

Suddenly, the sound of Buddha's voice reverberated through the void, giving ye chen a huge shock. 

He looked at the Golden Buddha. It was ten thousand feet tall and towered into the sky. Its entire body 

was filled with golden light, as if rainbow light had filled the universe. It was Grand and majestic, making 

people Revere it. 

Ye chen had to figure out what was going on with this strange scene. 

"Where do the fated ones come from?" 

"Ha, I'm ye chen, from earth!" 

"Earth, a low-level plane, can actually produce such an amazing genius. It's really amazing!" 

"Who are you?" 

"I'm the heavenly spirit Buddha, the source of the spirit accumulation Valley. In the past, I cultivated the 

spiritual accumulation spell and wanted to use the ultimate spiritual accumulation to achieve Nirvana. 

However, I failed in the end and could not ascend to heaven. I could only pass away here. Since you 

activated the 18 celestial spiritual pearls, you are my successor!" 

"What?" 

Ye chen smiled and looked at the majestic Buddha. 

"It was a coincidence that I came here," he continued."I don't want to become anyone's successor." 

Ye chen knew too little about the heavenly spirit Buddha. He did not want to be led by the nose because 

it would be too easy for him to fall into other people's traps. Ye chen was even thinking whether this 

was a trap designed by the eighth or ninth spiritual accumulation. 

After fighting with the previous seven spiritual accumulations, ye chen knew very well that as one's level 

increased, the strength and will of one's spiritual accumulation would also make a qualitative leap. No 



one knew how powerful the eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations, which had not yet appeared, 

were. 

"Hahaha, since the 18 immortal energy spiritual beads have appeared, you can't escape my inheritance 

arrangement. Furthermore, your body has already fused with my seven spiritual accumulations. If you 

want to fuse with the final two spiritual accumulations, you can only do so by obtaining my inheritance. 

Otherwise, even if you fuse with nine spiritual accumulations, you will still be devoured by the spiritual 

accumulation and die!" 

"How can I believe you?" 

"It's very simple. What this senior can't do, I will make you do it! Back then, I defied the heavens and 

was unable to survive. Today, I will teach you the heavenly spirit laws, allowing you to achieve the most 

powerful spiritual body. Ascending to the nine Heavens and traveling through the nine Lands will be as 

easy as turning over your hand!" 

"It's really that powerful?" 

"It's better to put your doubts into practice. Besides, you've lost your choice!" 

Suddenly, the Buddha opened its eyes and a golden light shone on the world. Ye chen was instantly 

trapped in an unprecedentedly powerful Buddha's Dharma world. 

Feeling the powerful force of the Buddha's Dharma realm, ye chen could not help but recall the scene 

when he was still the heavenly Emperor. At that time, he had also fought a Buddha. Although that 

Buddha was much more powerful than the one before him, in terms of spiritual accumulation and 

Dharma, the magical creation of the one before him was even better than that Buddha. 

It could be seen that although the Buddha in front of him had failed to defy the heavens, he was 

definitely a genius Buddha. 

"I don't care who you are, I won't let you do whatever you want!" 

After all, ye chen was a heavenly Emperor with absolute martial Dao dignity. How could he be 

manipulated by others? 

"Heavenly Thunder God-destroying palm!" 

He activated the Dharma form of the Thunder God, and the huge palm print, with the power of the 

divine Thunder of the heavenly path, descended with a loud bang, directly attacking the body of the 

thousand-foot Buddha. 

"Oh? With such a powerful heavenly energy, your talent is far beyond my imagination. The heavens are 

really helping me!" 

The Buddha smiled slightly and flicked a flower in his hand. Suddenly, the golden light dharma world 

once again surged with vigorous waves of immortal energy. Like a huge sea, it attacked with great force. 

Ye chen felt that he had fallen into the illusion sea. The Thunder God Dharma power was automatically 

suppressed by the illusion sea and could not release the palm print again. 



"This ..." 

The Buddha before him was so powerful that it had exceeded ye Chen's imagination. He did not expect 

that the Thunder God Dharma form could not cause any damage to the Buddha statue. Instead, he had 

fallen into the illusion sea. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The illusory sea churned. Ye chen felt that he lacked even the ability to stand. Golden lotuses grew 

under his feet. Ye chen brandished the celestial Thearch sword and slashed the waves. 

"Slash!" 

The celestial Thearch sword could cut the universe. Its power was infinite and boundless. It was an 

extreme power, but in the Buddha's illusory sea, it was useless. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye chen could sense that the other party did not want to kill him. However, the current situation was 

also a form of training. It was the same regardless of whether he inherited this person's legacy or not. 

Since that was the case, there was no need to think too much. Fighting was the only way to resolve this. 

"Heavenly Emperor command: resplendent earth sword reverse slash!" 

The boundless sword Qi gathered to form a reverse slash. One slash destroyed the ocean waves, and the 

next slash exploded the Mirage sea! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The boundless sword Qi swept across, making the Buddha illusion ocean feel as if the sea had dried up 

and the stones had shattered. Such divine power made the heavenly spirit Buddha very satisfied. 

"A mere true immortal actually possesses such a strong foundation and powerful divine power. It seems 

that you are definitely not an ordinary person. Even with the might of a Celestial Emperor, I can't help 

but recall the feeling of self-insignificance when I failed to defy the heavens. Are you from the heaven 

realm?" 

"Oh? I didn't expect you to have some knowledge!" 

"Hahaha, if that's the case, I won't let you pass this time!" 

"Why don't you vent out all your unwillingness to fail in defying the heavens? Heavenly spirit Buddha!" 

"Good boy, you have courage. This senior will fulfill your wish!" 

Heavenly spirit Buddha was furious. The scene of his heaven-defying failure was still vivid in his mind. If 

the person in front of him was really from the heaven realm, this would be his chance for revenge. How 

could he let it go? 

The honored Buddha showed his anger. His flower-pinching hand turned into a powerful killing palm and 

headed straight for ye chen. 

"Good!" 



Ye Chen's will to fight rose when he felt the killing intent of the heavenly spirit Buddha. 

Chapter 2174 Buddha's Light Relic! 

Facing the celestial Emperor of his previous life, the heavenly spirit Buddha's eyes burned with passion. 

He released 18 spiritual accumulations behind him, which turned into 18 spiritual pearls. His powerful 

aura shook the nine Heavens and ten lands. 

At this moment, the power of self emitted by the eighteen spiritual accumulations had instantly limited 

the seven great spiritual accumulations in ye Chen's body. 

Ye chen had already expected this but the other party was a spirit body. It was impossible for him to 

possess all the strength of the main body. This was the key to ye Chen's victory. 

"Slash!" 

Ye Chen's sword energy shot out and slashed the sky. The majestic sword energy rushed toward 

heavenly spirit Buddha. 

"Ha, this is my territory. Such sword Qi is like scratching an itch!" 

The heavenly spirit Buddha raised his hand slightly. Instantly, a wave of spiritual energy formed 

naturally. The celestial Thearch's sword aura that ye chen had unleashed was instantly absorbed by the 

spiritual energy. Following that, the three spirit pearls locked onto ye chen at the same time. 

The three spiritual pearls emitted a golden light and locked onto ye Chen's position, sealing off the 

space. 

Ye chen felt that his spatial energy could not be used as smoothly as before. It was greatly restricted. 

These three spiritual pearls had obviously formed an array. It looked simple, but because of the 

existence of the spiritual power, it was very difficult to understand how many wonderful laws were 

contained in it. 

"Eight-gate divine disc!" 

Ye Chen's biggest trump card against such a spiritual array was the eight-gate divine disc. 

The divine disc glowed. The open, stop, and view gates opened at the same time, shining on the three 

spiritual pearls. 

"Oh? Such a divine artifact is quite interesting!" 

When he saw ye chen release the eight-gate divine disc, the heavenly spirit Buddha smiled. He flicked a 

flower in his hand and countless golden flowers pounced toward ye chen. 

Ye chen watched as the Golden flowers turned into an ocean of flowers. Even breathing became 

difficult. Ye chen activated the divine disc and turned it into a boundless abyss. In an instant, the ocean 

of flowers fell into the abyss. 

The vast abyss was like a bottomless pit. No matter how vast the sea of flowers was, they would fall into 

it. 
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"Hahaha, you want to compete with me in terms of Foundation? young man, aren't you being too 

arrogant?" 

The heavenly spirit Buddha released three more spirit pearls. Six spirit pearls locked onto ye chen at the 

same time. In an instant, ye chen felt his body under boundless pressure. Even his own strength was 

being absorbed by the six spirit pearls. 

In such a predicament, ye chen was clearly at a great disadvantage. 

However, if ye chen did not defeat the opponent before him or gain his approval, it would be a fool's 

dream for him to obtain the source of spiritual accumulation. Although the heavenly spirit Buddha had 

said that ye chen was his successor and wanted to pass on the power of Amitabha to him, ye chen knew 

very well how proud this person was. If he could not personally confirm the talent and strength of his 

successor, his so-called inheritance could only be a path of death. 

"It's just a spirit body. You should be thanking the heavens that it could last until now, right?" 

Ye chen sneered at the heavenly spirit Buddha. His words infuriated the Buddha even more. Even if he 

failed to defy the heavens, he was still a Supreme venerable. One could imagine how he felt when he 

was evaluated by a mere true immortal. 

"You brat, you're so audacious! I'll make you pay the price!" 

Heavenly spirit Buddha once again released his six spiritual pearls. The 12 spiritual pearls appeared at 

the same time, and the power of his spiritual accumulation was extremely strong. 

Ye chen could only feel the energy in his body flowing like a flood and uncontrollably sweeping toward 

the heavenly spirit Buddhist beads. This feeling was extremely unpleasant. The feeling of his body being 

emptied gradually occupied ye Chen's mind. 

" 18 spiritual pearls!" 

Suddenly, ye chen shouted and released the power of the eighteen spiritual pearls at the same time. 

"What?" 

"What are you surprised about? isn't this the true form of the eighteen spiritual pearls that I just 

obtained?" 

"You!" 

"With the other's Dao!" 

Ye chen released the eighteen spirit Pearl true form and immediately countered the light of the six spirit 

pearls. The barrier of heavenly spirit Buddha shattered on the spot. 

"Heavenly spirit Buddha, you've dug your own grave." 

Soaring to the nine Heavens, ye Chen's Heavenly Sword, and Flying Dagger double attack. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 



The sword Qi and saber radiance simultaneously attacked the heavenly spirit Buddha's spirit body, 

causing the latter to feel the most intense shock. His entire spirit body was in an unstable state. 

The heavenly spirit Buddha had never expected this situation. Ye chen, who had just obtained the 

eighteen spirit pearls, had managed to master the use of the spirit pearls in such a short time and 

counter-attack his own body. 

"Hahaha, you're indeed a genius of the human race. Looking at your talent, you can be compared with 

the sword God who once dominated the human race's star field!" 

"Laugh proudly in the nine prefectures? Hahaha, how can an ordinary person compare to me?" 

"What an arrogant man. It seems like I have underestimated you." 

How could a proud person like heavenly spirit Buddha admit defeat so easily? 

"The Buddha's sarira is shining in all directions!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Suddenly, behind the heavenly spirit Buddha, forty-two rays of light from the sarira appeared. For a 

moment, only the golden light Dharma form of the Buddha was suspended in the air. Endless Buddha's 

light shone down. Ye chen felt his eyes being sealed by the golden light and instantly fell into endless 

silence and darkness. 

"Is this your final trump card?“ 

Ye Chen's eyes locked onto the Buddhist light sarira in the air. It's probably the source of spiritual 

accumulation!" 

"You're not qualified to seal my five senses!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Ye chen opened the Demon's Eye between his brows again. The darkness pool and the heart of the 

underworld appeared at the same time. 

The Grand shadow of the god of the underworld covered the sky and instantly suppressed the entire 

Buddhist light barrier. 

"Impossible!" 

Heavenly spirit Buddha revealed a look of shock, but he still released the strongest power of the 

Buddha's light relic. 

The boundless power of spiritual accumulation transformed into a sea of spiritual accumulation. It 

wanted to completely absorb all of ye Chen's life force but before the Three treasures of the 

underworld, these were all illusions. 

"The god of the underworld has ordered the erosion of the misty abyss!" 

The Three Treasures were suspended in the air as the god of the underworld released his strongest 

power. The sky turned dark and everything fell into the Samsara of Quietus. The Grand rapier shadow 



devoured everything. Even the Buddha's light sarira, which contained the origin of spiritual energy, 

could not escape from the enchantment of erosion. 

"Surrender, Buddha's light sarira!" 

The majestic apparition of the god of the underworld extended two nether hands and grabbed the 

Buddha's light sarira from both sides. Suddenly, the source of spiritual accumulation was restricted and 

the sea of spiritual accumulation collapsed instantly, turning into endless spiritual energy that was 

absorbed by ye chen. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The Buddha's light sarira still tried to struggle, but it was all in vain before the dark hand. 

In the end, the Buddha's light sarira turned into a ray of light and entered the ancient God Space. 

With the attachment of the Buddha's light sarira, all the psionic energy in the surrounding space was 

absorbed by ye chen and turned into his power. 

The seven spiritual accumulations in ye Chen's body sensed the existence of the Buddhist light sarira and 

transformed into seven large light clusters, floating around the sarira. 

"Hahaha!" 

A domineering laugh resounded through the air. Ye chen had defeated the heavenly spirit Buddha! 

"You're worthy of being the one I've chosen. Your strength and talent are both extraordinary, and I 

recognize you!“ 

The last ball of spirit light said to ye chen. 

"Ha, even though I've inherited your powers, let me tell you something. Heavenly spirit Buddha, you 

didn't choose me. I chose you!" 

Ye chen sneered and responded strongly. 

"Hahaha, no matter what, this is an opportunity for us. I'll pass on my legacy to you." 

Chapter 2175 Power Of The True Devil! 

As the power of Buddha heavenly spirit dissipated, it turned into pure Buddhist light and was absorbed 

by ye chen. The inheritance of Buddha heavenly spirit finally belonged to ye chen. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Outside, there was an intense explosion. Demon master lang wo was frantically searching for the eighth 

and ninth spiritual accumulations. 

"Reporting to Sir Youyou, we didn't find him!" 

"We didn't find it either!" 

"I didn't find him!" 
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Looking at the many demon Warriors who reported back, Gui Ye was furious. 

"Are you looking for death? there's actually no news at all?" 

"Ah?" 

Several demon Warriors knelt on the ground in fear. 

"Damn it!" The Suan ni was enraged, and blood gushed out for a hundred feet. The demon Warriors in 

front of him exploded and died. 

Such brutal acts were common in the demon race. The three demon superiors beside them showed 

disdain and did not care about the life and death of these demon Warriors. Because these demon 

Warriors were the lowest existence in the red demon race, they were mass-produced to charge into the 

enemy lines. Their strength was generally not very strong, the strongest was only at the Mahayana 

realm. Death was the most common thing for them. Only those who were extremely lucky and had great 

talent could ascend. 

"I'm rolling my eyes!" 

"Here!" 

Demon venerate white eye stepped forward and bowed. 

"Use your white eye sky concealing formation to find the two spiritual reserves, even if you have to dig 

three feet deep!" 

"Yes, Lord Qianqian!" 

White eyes smiled and felt that this was his chance. He ascended to the ninth heaven and a vertical eye 

appeared on his glabella. When the vertical eye opened, white light shot out in all directions and turned 

into countless white snakes that extended rapidly into the surrounding space. All the space turned into 

white eyes's rice sky array, which locked on any Qi. 

As the White eye sky concealing formation extended infinitely, it covered the entire spirit accumulation 

Valley, leaving no room for escape. 

At this moment, the great ancestor and the others, who were concealed by ye Chen's spatial formation, 

also sensed the existence of the White eye formation. The surrounding space trembled rapidly. The 

situation was not good. 

"Old ancestor, what should we do now? there are powerhouses from the magic martial arts realm 

appearing in the outer space." 

"Well ... We can't act rashly. It's impossible for us to fight against the powerhouses of the magic martial 

world. We can only wait for the return of the celestial Thearch." 

"This ..." 

Everyone was nervous. They could all sense the cruelty and power of the people of the magic martial 

arts world. Once they fell into their hands, they would die without a doubt. 



Furthermore, with the eye whites array completely sealing this place, they would lose their chance to 

escape. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The White Snake quickly covered the entire space of the spirit accumulation Valley, constantly 

identifying various auras. Soon, it locked onto a few suspicious places, which naturally included the place 

where old ancestor yellow spring and ye Wushuang were. 

After all, they also had spiritual accumulation in their bodies. 

"Hehehe, Lord bi an, I've already found a few unusual places." 

"Oh? Very good, show it immediately!" 

"Yes!" 

The Light Between demon venerate white eyes 'brows was released once again, and a 3D projection 

appeared in the air before him. As the information in the projection became more detailed, their 

positions in the spirit accumulation Valley were quickly locked down. 

"Sir Qianqian, these three places are the most suspicious!" 

"Mm ..." 

Demon master Yan Yan nodded slightly, then locked his eyes on one of the spaces. 

"Devil flame Prairie Fire!" 

The Grand demonic flame was like an evil Dragon that came out of the abyss and charged forward. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In an instant, the entire mountain peak turned into a sea of fire. Countless spiritual energy exploded out, 

but it was not where the two great spiritual accumulations were. 

"There are still these two places!" 

Demon venerate White-eye pointed at the two spaces and instantly, they were marked by a white light. 

They were unable to escape from the demon venerate's control. 

Demon master bi an looked at the two places and revealed a cold smile. 

"Hahaha, eighth and ninth Lingyun, how long are you going to hide? I have already taken control of your 

location and am giving you a chance to surrender. This is also the last chance I am giving you. Come out 

now, or else, you will be crushed into ashes!" 

This was a game between the Hunter and the prey, a form of entertainment for Jian Jia. He believed that 

the White eye sky concealing formation would not miss, which meant that the eighth and ninth spiritual 

accumulations must be in one of these two spaces. 

Now that he had locked onto the position, he had some fun. 



Inside the spatial formation, the experts within the 30000-foot radius of the yellow spring were all 

shocked. They had already seen the white light unleashed by demon venerate white eyes, and one of 

the White lights had locked onto their position. 

"Patriarch, let's go out. Otherwise, we'll be killed by demon master lang wo!" 

"That's right, old ancestor!" 

Many of the tough cultivators had lost their backbone in the face of the Scarlet Flame demon master. 

They did not want to die Here. Without ye chen, their confidence had been completely worn out. 

"AI!" 

The forefather sighed and was also thinking about whether to escape or not. Perhaps there was still a 

chance. Once he was locked on by demon Suan ni, he would definitely die. 

"Alright, since that's the case, we'll ..." 

Just as the forefather was about to make a decision, a deafening sound suddenly rang out. Everyone 

looked over and saw that demon master Yayu had made his move. However, his target was not them, 

but somewhere else. 

"Ah, that's great." 

At this moment, everyone felt as if they had just escaped a calamity. Their eyes widened as they looked 

at the explosion in front of them. That could very well be the place where the spiritual energy was 

hidden. 

Demon master bi 'an's cold eyes locked onto the place where the explosion occurred. From within, a 

powerful spiritual light flickered and backfired on bi' an. 

"Hahaha!" 

Sensing the spiritual light of the backlash, demon master bi an laughed and waved his sharp claws. In an 

instant, a wave of demonic energy swept out and turned into demonic flames, instantly burning out the 

spiritual light of the backlash. 

"The 8th and 9th spiritual accumulations are still not showing themselves?" 

"Hahaha!" 

At this moment, a maniacal laughter could be heard from the ground. The eighth and ninth spiritual 

auras appeared. 

"Demon master Yan Yan, do you really think you can win? Even if you're a peak Xuan immortal, you 

won't be our match in the spirit reservoir Valley!" 

"You're saying such arrogant words because you've never seen the power of a true demon!" 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

As he spoke, demon master bi an's body emitted an unusually strong and strange demonic energy. This 

was the power of a true demon. 



The true demonic energy swept across the entire area and headed straight for the eighth and ninth 

spiritual congregates. 

"Small tricks!" 

The eighth spirit accumulation turned into a human and flew out, clashing with the true Devil's power 

with his palm. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a loud explosion, the body of the eighth spiritual accumulation was sent flying like a broken kite. 

"What?" 

The eighth spiritual accumulation's face was filled with shock. His palm just now contained a powerful 

eighth law. This spiritual accumulation law could completely absorb and dissolve any powerful force. 

However, it could not dissolve the true demon power. It could be seen that the other party's law was 

probably above his. 

"This is impossible!" 

He still couldn't believe what he was seeing. The power of the eighth spiritual accumulation was far 

above the other seven. He was very confident in his own power, but now, he couldn't even resist the 

pressure of the other party! 

Chapter 2176 A Head-On Collision! 

"Mm ..." 

Seeing this, the ninth spiritual accumulation could no longer sit still. Initially, he and the eighth spiritual 

accumulation had planned this Grand spiritual accumulation trap to wait for these so-called powerful 

people to arrive. However, the powerful person in front of them had already exceeded their 

expectations. It was as if this person's strength was above everyone else. 

"Demon master Yan Yan, an expert of the mo Wu world, I don't think your true opponent should be us!" 

As the ninth spiritual accumulation spoke, a powerful storm swept out and instantly stabilized the eighth 

spiritual accumulation's figure. At the same time, it reduced the pressure of demon master Yayu. 

"Hahaha, the 9th spiritual layer, you said that my opponent shouldn't be you. Then who is it?" 

Demon master bi an asked with a cold smile. 

"It's Ye chen!"The ninth spiritual accumulation's eyes turned cold. 

"Ye chen?" 

"That's right. This person killed the Qingyu demon master of the magic martial world and destroyed the 

million-strong Army of the magic martial world. His strength and talent are both extraordinary. 

Furthermore, this person possesses the seven great spiritual power. If you want to obtain the complete 

spiritual power, this person must be eliminated." 

"Hahaha!" 
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Hearing this, demon master lang wo laughed. 

"The ninth spiritual accumulation, you're right but have you thought about it? as the eighth and ninth 

spiritual accumulations, your value is far above the seven great spiritual accumulations and also 

surpasses ye chen 's. Now that I've killed all of you, I'll go find ye chen. Won't I be able to obtain the 

complete power of spiritual accumulation?" 

"This ..." 

p The sixth spiritual accumulation's expression turned cold. He didn't expect the other party to think so 

carefully and really target them. 

"Ha, unless you get our help, you won't be able to find ye chen!" 

"Since that's the case, then show me your worth. Otherwise, you'll die without a burial place!" 

"Alright!" 

At this point, dijiu Lingyun knew that they had no choice but to lower their heads and listen to demon 

master lang wo. Otherwise, they would be in great danger. 

"The ninth spiritual accumulation!" 

The eighth spiritual accumulation was furious. He had just been sent flying by demon master yayi, and 

he did not want to work with him now. 

"The eighth spiritual accumulation, this is our only choice!" 

"AI!" 

Although the eighth spiritual accumulation was a little impulsive, he naturally understood that only by 

cooperating with demon master Yan Yan could they find a chance to escape. 

From a Hunter to a piece of meat on someone else's chopping board, such a change caused the two 

spiritual accumulations to fall into a low mood. 

At this moment, ye chen had already left the heavenly spirit Buddha's alternate dimension and returned 

to the normal space. 

He needed to find old ancestor yellow spring, Wushuang, and the others. The outside environment was 

too dangerous. 

Ye chen released his own psionic power to sense the location of the spatial formation. He did not sense 

the formation but he quickly sensed the location of the two great psionic reserves and even the 

powerful Pandora demon ability. 

"Could it be that the two great spiritual reserves have already fallen into the hands of the people of the 

magic martial arts world?" 

He immediately realized the possibility of this result. After all, the biggest goal of the people of the 

magic martial arts world was to find the power of the Spirit reservoir Valley. The eighth and ninth spirit 



reservoirs were transformed from the strongest spiritual power in the spirit reservoir Valley. They could 

not let go of them. 

When ye chen sensed the two great spiritual accumulations, the latter also sensed his presence. The two 

great spiritual accumulations nodded at each other and turned to look at demon master bi an. 

"Eh? Did you all sense something?" True demon bi 'an asked. 

"Ha, not bad. Ye Chen's location!" 

The ninth spiritual accumulation released its psionic power and instantly marked a point in the space. It 

was ye Chen's location that he had sensed. 

"Very good!" 

Demon master bi 'an gave demon venerable White-eye a look. 

"Yes!" 

The white-eyed demon venerable rose into the air and released the white-eyed demon formation once 

again. Instantly, the demon formation rapidly extended toward its target location and locked onto ye 

Chen's position in the blink of an eye. 

Ye chen was just about to leave the space to find the great ancestor and the others when the rapidly 

extending demonic energy in the space made him realize that he had been locked on. 

"Ha, good!" 

Since the other party had come to him, there was no need for him to leave. This was because ye chen 

also wanted to obtain the nine great spiritual reserves. Since the eighth and ninth great spiritual 

reserves had come to him, what was there to hesitate about? 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Crack, crack, crack! 

Soon, countless white light pythons had locked onto ye Chen's position and surrounded him. 

The White Snake quickly sent out a message to demon venerable white eye. 

"Master bi an, ye chen has been trapped by my formation!" 

Said white eyes. 

"Very good, I'll head there immediately!" 

The massive demonic warship turned around and charged toward ye chen. 

Under the destructive power of the demonic warships, the surrounding space rapidly shattered. 

Countless tall mountains were flattened by the demonic warships. 

A hundred miles away, ye chen sat cross-legged on the peak of a mountain. He was like a celestial being 

cultivating, waiting for the enemy to arrive. 



"Boom boom boom!" 

The space trembled and the power of the demonic flame swept out like a beast devouring everything. 

"Ah!" 

Just as the demonic flame was about to devour ye Chen's body, a Heavenly Dragon's Roar was heard. 

The powerful airflow and the power of spiritual accumulation instantly destroyed the demonic flame 

storm before him. 

"Hahaha!" 

In the sky, the Scarlet Crow demon master's overbearing laughter resounded. 

"Ye chen, you won't be able to escape from this Demon Lord's grasp in the end!" 

"Is that so?" 

Ye chen stood up slightly and looked at the massive demon warship. At this moment, demon master bi 

an was at the front of the demon warship, looking in his direction. 

"Hand over the seven great spiritual accumulations and I'll leave your corpse intact!" 

"Oh? In my eyes, you don't have that ability!" 

"What? Did he think that he had turned the tables just because he had stepped into the realm of true 

immortality? Looks like you haven't seen true power!“ 

As a Lord of the true demon Realm, demon master bi 'an would never put the person in front of him in 

his eyes. However, he had never imagined that the young man in front of him would still be so arrogant 

even under such a situation. How did he cultivate such a will? 

A person at demon master bi 'an's level would naturally not be easily angered by ye chen. 

He walked forward and sneered."I'll say the same thing again. Since you're an ambitious man, why don't 

you submit to me? not only will you be spared from death, but you'll also be put in an important 

position and given countless cultivation resources. This is the best opportunity!" 

"You bastards from the magic martial arts world, when did you think you're somebody? I've come out of 

seclusion this time to get rid of you!" 

"What?" 

Demon master bi an was furious, and boundless demonic energy burst out from his body. As a demon 

master, his kindness was too good, but the person in front of him not only did not accept his kindness, 

but also spoke to him in such a way. Such an act that disrespected his dignity must be judged! 

"White eyes, nine tails!" 

"Yes!" 

The two demon Venerables flew out at the same time and faced ye chen. 

"Human trash, how dare you be so rude to the demon master? have you really not seen death?" 



The White eye locked onto ye chen. Waves of white Pandora demon ability transformed into countless 

white snakes. Their eyes emitted a red light and rapidly attacked ye chen. 

"He's just a little lunatic. Humans have always been stupid. It's inevitable that he'll die in our hands!" 

Nine-Tails smiled seductively and looked at ye chen as if she was looking at her most delicious food! 

Chapter 2177 Spirit Accumulation Fusion Body! 

"Hehehe, ye chen, I didn't expect you to die at the hands of the demon race instead of us!" 

"Ye chen, why don't you become our host body now? you might still have a chance to live!" 

Seeing that the situation was getting out of hand, the eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations still 

wanted to take over ye Chen's body because they could clearly feel that ye Chen's strength had 

increased again. A person who had improved infinitely like this would have a little bit of possession. 

Naturally, there would be unlimited potential. It was not impossible for him to surpass demon master bi 

an. 

"Ha, aren't your words a little too fake?" 

"Bastard, your death is not to be regretted!" 

The two spiritual reserves were furious. They did not expect ye chen to still refuse to compromise at this 

moment of life and death. Of course, there was a risk in their words because demon master bi 'an and 

the other demon powerhouses were standing next to them. 

"It seems like the two of you still haven't changed your minds. But let me tell you, you're still in my 

pocket." 

"That might not be the case!" 

"Just wait and see!" 

Lao Ai released his true demonic power again. Instantly, a Grand seal locked onto the spiritual essence 

of the two people in front of him, rendering them unable to move. 

"You!" 

"Hahaha, don't even think about getting out of anything that has entered my control!" 

"Hateful!" 

The two spiritual accumulations wanted to break free, but the true fiend Dharma seals under their feet 

were too strong. They couldn't break free at all. They could only stop their movements, recuperate, and 

find other ways. 

At this moment, the two demon Venerables rolled their eyes. Nine-Tails was already facing ye chen. 

Ye chen knew very well that he was not really going to kill demon master bi 'an when he faced the 

demon Army this time. Instead, he was going to absorb the two great spiritual reserves. 
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Only by obtaining the complete power of the nine rays of spiritual accumulation and combining it with 

the Buddha's light sarira would ye chen be able to control the ultimate law of spiritual accumulation. 

This was an extremely powerful state that even the nine rays of spiritual accumulation had not 

understood. In this state, ye chen could improve his Foundation at will and unleash his maximum 

potential. 

"White Snake feast, hahaha, die!" 

White eye released an endless white light that locked onto ye Chen's body. Countless white lights 

seemed to have gone crazy and rushed toward ye Chen's body. Clearly, these pythons were under 

demon venerable white eye's control. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Wherever the White Snake passed by, everything would fall into a white chaos without any life force. All 

the life force was devoured by the White Snake and became demon supreme White-eye's nourishment. 

"Hehehe, no one can escape from my White Snake feast. Ye chen, puny true immortal, this is your end!" 

"A bunch of animals, what can you do to me?" 

Facing the countless white snakes, ye chen did not panic at all. In fact, he did not even take it seriously. 

His expression was full of contempt. 

"Squeak, squeak, squeak ..." 

At that moment, countless white snakes shot toward ye chen like arrows from a bow. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

In the face of danger, the heavens and the earth seemed to collapse. Bolts of heavenly Dao lightning 

rushed down, instantly sweeping the entire scene. The White Snake that was pouncing was hit by the 

heavenly lightning, and its whole body was paralyzed, stopping in mid-air. 

"Burning Sky and melting earth!" 

Then, ye chen used the fire sect's burning heaven and melting earth palm. Millions of white snakes were 

burned to ashes by the purgatory fire! 

"Ah?“ 

The demon Army was instantly shocked by this scene. Ye chen could actually summon the heavenly 

Thunder and even the Hellfire. With such divine might, mortals would not be able to succeed even if 

they cultivated for ten thousand years. Who was this person? 

This was what the demon experts were thinking. Usually, when one reached this level of talent, they 

would definitely not be "mediocre." No one would refute it if one said that he was the reincarnation of a 

super ancient heavenly venerate. 

The heavenly lightning and earthly fire instantly broke the White Snake feast and shocked everyone. 



The demon powerhouses, the two spiritual reserves, and even the three demon Venerables were all 

shocked. 

"This is impossible!" 

The white-eyed demon venerable was the first to speak. His eyes were filled with killing intent. His top-

tier divine power had been easily broken by ye chen. He was the one who could not bear such 

humiliation. 

"This kid is not simple!" The Nine-Tailed demon venerable, who had previously thought that ye chen was 

just a lamb waiting to be slaughtered, was now serious. 

She flicked her tail and revealed an evil smile. 

"What?" 

When ye chen saw that smile, he instantly felt dazzled. When he opened his eyes again, he saw Nine-

Tails 'figure already in the space in front of him. 

"Ye chen ... Ye chen ..." 

The repeated calls made ye Chen's heart stir because this voice was su Yuhan 's! 

"Impossible!" 

Ye chen naturally knew that su Yuhan had already returned to earth and could not possibly still be in the 

yellow Springs battle Manor! 

However, this voice was too similar and could even trigger ye Chen's infinite emotions. This sense of 

reality was the most realistic ye chen had seen in the illusion. It was as if he was seeing the real su 

Yuhan. 

"Yuhan!" 

Although it was fake, ye chen could not bear to break the illusion in front of him. 

"Hehe, ye chen, I'm Yuhan!" 

"You can actually read my mind. Interesting!" 

Ye chen sneered. He stood alone and allowed the Nine-Tailed demon venerable to approach him. 

The Nine-Tailed demon venerable thought that ye chen was already under her control and became 

bolder. She kept approaching ye chen and even began to release her Nine-Tailed poisonous smoke in 

the hope of completely controlling ye Chen's mind and even destroying all his meridians, turning him 

into a cripple! 

At this moment, the demon experts behind him all sneered. 

"Haha, even a Mystic immortal can't withstand Lord Nine-Tailed's illusory fog, let alone a puny human 

true immortal!" 



"That's right. Once you're trapped in it, it's impossible to get out. You'll definitely become a toy in the 

hands of Lord Nine-Tailed!" 

"Mighty Lord Nine-Tailed!" 

The demon powerhouses already believed that ye chen would die. They were waiting to see how ye 

chen would die tragically at the hands of the Nine-Tailed demon venerable. 

At that moment, the two spiritual reserves looked at ye Chen's body with cold eyes and greed. 

The two spiritual accumulations communicated through their minds. 

"Once ye chen dies, we'll all die!" 

"That's right, this person is the best host. We can't lose this opportunity!" 

"Looks like I'll need to use that fusion technique." 

"We can only do this!" 

The two of them were connected in their minds. Instantly, countless spiritual meridians emitted from 

their bodies and merged with each other. Shocking spiritual energy burst out! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The entire true demonic boundary started to shake. Although the true demonic energy was extremely 

powerful, the power of the eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations was also earth-shattering! 

"What?" 

The Scarlet Flame demonic master looked at the true fiend magic array and found that the true fiend 

magic seal under the array had been broken by the fusion power of the eighth and ninth spiritual 

accumulations. The array was broken, so the eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations could naturally 

move! 

"Ye chen, in the end, you can only belong to us!" 

The psionic fusion body flew out. Demon venerable White-eye tried to block it but the might of the 

psionic fusion body was unstoppable. Countless white snakes turned into mana and were absorbed by 

the fusion body before continuing to charge in ye Chen's direction. 

"Nine-Tails, be careful!" Demon venerable Skydragon shouted. 

"Damn it!" 

The Nine-Tailed demon venerable was furious. No one could break her game. 

Chapter 2178 2183-Nine Essences In One! 

"Nine tail soul devouring!" 

The Nine-Tailed Demon Lord swung out the power of his nine tails and instantly locked onto the spiritual 

accumulation fusion body. It wrapped around the fusion body from nine different directions and wanted 

to trap it within. 
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"Hahaha, it's no use!" 

Facing the Nine-Tailed magical power, the fused body laughed and activated its powerful spiritual 

accumulation to absorb it. The power of the Nine-Tailed magical power was instantly countered by the 

fused body and was even continuously injected into the fused body. 

"Ah?" 

The Nine-Tailed demon venerable turned pale with fright and quickly retracted his divine abilities. 

However, one-third of the power of these divine abilities had already been absorbed by the fused body. 

However, the fused body's target was ye chen. Otherwise, the Nine-Tailed demon venerable would have 

a slim chance of survival. 

"Ye chen, become our host body!" 

"Is that so?" 

Just as the fusion body was about to devour ye chen, ye chen suddenly opened his eyes. The effect of 

the Nine-Tailed illusion had disappeared in an instant. It turned out that the Nine-Tailed illusion could 

not shake ye Chen's martial will at all. In front of the Demon's Eye, an illusion of this level was like a 

floating cloud, completely ineffective. 

This was the moment he had been waiting for. He was waiting for the fused body to come to him in 

order to escape. 

"What?" 

The fused being's eyes turned slightly cold as he looked at ye chen. He felt an ominous feeling but he 

could not figure out the reason for this feeling. Looking at ye chen was like looking at a vast abyss. If he 

fell into it, he would be in hell. 

"No, this person is different from before." 

"It's a pity that you understand it too late. " 

"What?" 

The fusion body released the ultimate slaughter theurgy in an attempt to get rid of ye Chen's primordial 

spirit. 

"Supreme spiritual accumulation technique, Suan ni primordial spirit snatching!" 

The two great spiritual reserves released their strongest powers in an attempt to seize ye Chen's 

primordial spirit. However, they did not know that ye chen was now the source of spiritual 

accumulation, the heir to the heavenly spirit Buddha. 

"Heavenly spirit curse Armadillo Control!" 

Ye Chen's eyes glowed with white light, and the figure of Buddha Tian Ling appeared behind him. 

"No, that's impossible!" 



Feeling the power of the spiritual accumulation source, the eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations 

cultivators were stunned. They finally understood that they were not trying to steal the host body, but 

were walking right into a trap. 

"The eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations, return to my control!" 

"Momo, Momo, Momo ..." 

The heavenly spirit curse filled the entire space as countless runes wrapped around the bodies of the 

spiritual accumulation fusion body. They instantly locked onto their core power, and under the heavenly 

spirit curse, they could only submit. 

"No!" 

With a cry of unwillingness, the eighth and ninth spiritual accumulations were controlled by the 

heavenly spirit mantra and returned to ye Chen's body. 

"What's going on?" 

"Ye chen actually absorbed the psionic fusion body. Isn't this too much?" 

"How did he do it? what does the Buddha behind him mean?" 

When the demon powerhouses saw this, they had no idea what had happened. They only saw that the 

fusion of spiritual reserves had been swallowed by ye chen and became his power. Demon master bi 

an's long-term plan had been destroyed by ye Chen's hands. 

"How hateful!" 

Seeing that ye chen had absorbed all of his treasures, demon master bi 'an was furious. He wanted to kill 

ye chen and take back what was rightfully his. 

"Ye chen, call out your ultimate spiritual accumulation. Otherwise, you won't even have a corpse left!" 

"Hahaha, demon master Yan Yan, I'm going to fight you head-on to obtain the ultimate spiritual 

accumulation. Now that I have the spiritual accumulation, is there still a need for me to fight you? When 

I cultivate the heavenly spirit Holy technique and master the ultimate spiritual power, we'll have a 

battle!" 

"You want to leave alive after snatching my treasure? What a joke!" 

Demon master bi 'an waved his sharp claws and issued a killing order. The three demon Venerables, 

white eyes, Ninetails, and Sky Dragon, all attacked and surrounded ye chen, trying to seal off his path of 

survival. 

The three demon Venerables were all abstruse immortal level super powerhouses. Against ye chen, the 

three of them had absolute confidence if they worked together. As long as they blocked ye Chen's path 

of survival, the rest would naturally be left to demon master bi an to deal with. 

"Ye chen, you can't leave. You're still trying to play tricks in front of a demon master. Unfortunately, only 

death awaits you." 



"Hehehe, so what if you're a genius? everything that you had before Lord Qianqian, you have to return 

it!" 

"The ultimate spiritual accumulation is not a treasure that you can enjoy alone. Hand it over now!" 

The three demon supremacies sneered and released all kinds of Mystic techniques. 

In the face of such a dangerous situation, ye chen sneered and put his palms together. The nine great 

spiritual reserves surrounded ye chen. In such a Grand scene, the mystical powers and secret techniques 

of the three demon Venerables were absorbed by the spiritual reserves and had no effect. 

"What? how did this happen? Was this the power of an ultimate spiritual accumulation?“ 

The three of them were shocked. They did not expect that even with the three of them working 

together, they would still be unable to stop ye chen from releasing the power of spiritual accumulation. 

The power of the nine great spiritual accumulations was no longer comparable to the previous 

independent spiritual accumulations. Now that ye chen had absorbed the nine great spiritual 

accumulations and used the heavenly spirit mantra to control these spiritual accumulations, he could 

completely stimulate their powers and let them integrate naturally. No form of Pandora demon ability 

could escape the devouring of the nine great spiritual accumulations. 

"The power of a true devil!" 

In the face of ye Chen's invincible state, demon master bi 'an personally took action and released the 

power of true demon. 

In an instant, the world turned dark. Endless strange demonic energy transformed into sharp claws and 

pounced at ye chen. 

"Mm ..." 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold when he sensed that the demonic energy emitted by demon master bi an 

was completely different from that of the three great demon Venerables. Although the nine streams of 

spiritual energy could weaken the power of a true demon, it could not be destroyed directly. This was 

the most powerful aspect of demon master bi an. A true demon was two major realms above an 

ordinary demon venerable! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The psionic barriers in front of ye chen shattered one after another. The true demonic power continued 

to invade, transforming into all kinds of ferocious beasts that seemed to want to tear apart the enemy in 

front of him. 

"With the help of spiritual accumulation, the nine changes of the Suan ni true spirit, the heaven-

devouring Dragon, Dragon Chimera, and ancient demon ape!" 

In the face of such a vast amount of Pandora demon ability, ye chen did not linger in the battle. He 

added the power of nine spiritual reserves and released three abnormal manifestations. The three 

primordial demonic beasts moved out one after another and charged wildly at demon master bi an. 

Taking a breather, ye chen stepped on the Golden Lotus and escaped underground. 



"Where do you think you're going!" 

Demon master bi an naturally did not want ye chen to leave. The vigorous palm seal combined with the 

might of a true demon shook all directions and destroyed everything in its path. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Under the impact of the powerful energy, the sky-devouring centipede, Dragon Chimera, and primordial 

demon ape were shattered and turned into nothingness. However, ye Chen's figure also disappeared 

and could not be tracked. 

Ye chen had managed to escape from demon master bi an so easily. His strength was shocking! 

The three demon lords did not dare to raise their heads at this moment. The three super abstruse 

immortal demon lords were like little soldiers who had done nothing in front of ye chen. This result was 

the greatest humiliation to the red demon clan. 

"Damn it!" 

Demon master bi an was furious, and his true demon power burst out. The three demon Venerables 

were the first to bear the brunt, and they all spat out blood. 

"Ah!" 

The three of them were shocked by the power of the true demon. Their meridians reversed direction, 

and their qi and blood flowed wildly. Their primordial spirits were forced out by demon master bi an and 

they knelt on the ground! 

Chapter 2179 2184-Carefree Sanren! 

After leaving the demon Army, ye chen relied on his psionic perception to find the location of the spatial 

formation he had set up earlier. 

"Emperor ye!" 

Seeing ye Chen's return, many powerhouses were in tears. They had been waiting in this place for too 

long. The powerful arrival of the people from the magic martial world outside had given them too much 

pressure. Although they were powerhouses, under the pressure of demon master bi an, their spirits 

were almost broken. 

If it wasn't for the fact that the Scarlet Flame demon venerable had found the location of the eighth and 

ninth spiritual accumulations, they would have been in deep trouble. 

"Guard your minds and don't be confused!" 

"Yes!" 

When ye chen returned, the power of Amitabha swept through the surroundings. The various 

suppressed Pandora demon abilities dissipated one after another. Everyone sat cross-legged and 

recovered their primordial spirit power. 

"Your Majesty, did you gain anything from this operation?" 
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Old ancestor yellow spring asked. 

"Of course, I've gained a lot this time." 

Ye chen told the great ancestor and Wushuang about his improvement this time. The two of them were 

amazed. 

He had obtained the power of nine accumulations. Now, he was going to bring everyone to the heavenly 

spirit Buddha's land to absorb the remaining power of nine accumulations. This was the best way to 

improve old ancestor and Wushuang. 

"Golden Lotus sword boat!" 

Ye chen released the Golden Lotus sword boat. Everyone boarded the boat and headed toward the 

place where the heavenly spirit Buddha was. 

The surrounding space transformed rapidly. It was ye chen who had released the spatial power, allowing 

the sword boat to travel through space and enter the sacrificial altar where the heavenly spirit Buddha 

was in the fastest and most concealed way. 

A moment later, the crowd came down from the sword boat and saw the ritual table. 

The surrounding space was filled with a powerful spiritual power, and even all kinds of immortal power 

were mixed in, making many experts feel an unprecedented baptism. 

"This is the source of spiritual energy. By absorbing the remaining spiritual energy, you will be able to 

ascend in the shortest time possible!" 

"Thank you, Your Majesty!" 

Everyone bowed and thanked ye chen for his kindness. 

Ye chen nodded slightly, then looked up at the nine Heavens. 

Previously, the heavenly spirit Buddha had said that he had failed to defy the heavens and thus passed 

away. Then, was there some secret that existed above the nine Heavens where the light of the sacrificial 

altar gathered? 

"Immortal Magic Wings!" 

Ye chen opened his celestial energy wings. His wings spread open and he soared to the nine Heavens. 

As he rose higher, ye chen felt that the strength of the immortal energy law in the surrounding space 

had increased significantly. 

"This feeling of celestial energy, could it be the Xuanji Celestial Spirit world?" 

Back in the netherworld, ye chen had already sensed Reverend leiyun's celestial energy law. Now, he 

could feel that it was much stronger than before. Was there an entrance to the celestial Spirit realm 

above the nine Heavens? 

Now that he had mastered the jiuyun power, ye Chen's Foundation had improved beyond the limit. This 

allowed him to move without too much restraint. 



"Is heavenly spirit Buddha really from the immortal spirit world?" 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

While ye chen was deep in thought, he felt a cold wind wash over his body and a wave of icy cold energy 

attacked him. 

The nine spiritual reserves in his body naturally protected him as they absorbed and broke down the ice-

cold celestial energy in front of him. 

"Who dares to disturb my peaceful cultivation!" 

Suddenly, a voice rang out, causing ye chen to stop in his tracks. 

"Who is here?" 

Ye chen asked in return. 

"Hahaha, nine reserves of celestial energy! You're the successor of the heavenly spirit Buddha!" 

"What?" 

Ye Chen's heart skipped a beat when he heard this. This person actually knew about the existence of the 

heavenly spirit Buddha. Who was he? 

At this moment, a cold wind swept across the sky. A white-haired old man with a youthful face appeared 

in a place where the clouds were rolling and spreading. 

"Since senior knows about heavenly spirit Buddha, could it be that you're his old friend?" 

"Haha, kid, aren't you the disciple of the heavenly spirit Buddha?" 

"No, I'm ye chen, a human heavenly Emperor. I'm just reincarnating and re-cultivating!" 

"The human Celestial Emperor? Hahaha, what an arrogant tone. I've cultivated for tens of thousands of 

years, but I've never seen what the heaven realm looks like. You're just a little kid, and you actually say 

you're the heavenly Emperor? what a joke!" 

"Ha, old man, I'm not going to waste my breath on you. What's your status?" 

The young man before him was extremely arrogant and did not show any signs of stage fright when he 

saw the old man. Just this spirit alone was not something an Ordinary Genius could possess. In addition, 

ye chen had the power of the nine harmonies. The old man nodded slightly in approval. 

The old man stepped forward and smiled."I'm carefree Sanren, a close friend of heavenly spirit Buddha. 

Back then, the two of us had a bet to see who would break through the heavenly Dao's restrictions and 

ascend to the heaven realm first. I didn't expect him to not return after leaving. I wonder how he is 

now?" 

"What?" 

Ye chen was puzzled. Honored Buddha Tian Ling had passed away below, yet this carefree Sanren did 

not know. Now, he was asking about the honored Buddha's whereabouts. It seemed that before he 



passed away, honored Buddha Tian Ling must have designed some formation to block the 

communication between the two realms. 

"Ha, heavenly spirit Buddha failed to break through and was too ashamed to see you, so he passed away 

here!" 

"What?" 

 Carefree Sanren frowned slightly. A powerful energy swept over, making ye Chen's body feel extremely 

cold. 

However, the power of the nine accumulations once again protected its master and forcefully dissipated 

the cold pressure. 

"You have the source of spiritual accumulation, which is the core power of your good friend. Since he 

can transfer it to you, it seems like he has really left." 

Carefree Sanren revealed a look of desolation. He had cultivated for 10000 years just to wait for the 

return of heavenly spirit Buddha so that they could break through their limits together, but he still did 

not manage to. 

He looked down and shook his head slightly. 

Ye chen sized up the person in front of him. This person's cultivation base was unfathomable. At a 

glance, it was all chaotic information without any flaws. Ye chen did not want to use the ancient God's 

eye to forcibly observe him. Otherwise, it would cause hostility and the situation would be bad. 

"I wonder if senior's cultivation here has borne fruit?" 

"Ha, I've cultivated the carefree Tao technique and have already entered the transcendent state. It's 

only a matter of time before I become a heaven immortal!" 

"A celestial immortal?" 

Ye Chen's heart trembled. According to the fragmented memories in his mind, in order to ascend to the 

heavenly realm, becoming a celestial immortal was a necessary condition. If he wanted to retrieve all his 

memories, this was also a realm that ye chen had to advance to. However, it was still too early to think 

about these things. 

"Kid, are you shocked? Or perhaps you don't even understand what realm celestial Immortals are!" 

"Ha, how can a Celestial Emperor not know the true meaning of a celestial immortal? I'm just being 

polite by calling you senior. You don't really think you're qualified to be a senior before me, do you?" 

"Good kid. As expected of someone that the heavenly spirit Buddha thinks highly of. He's a lone wolf. He 

has his own style!" 

"I'll say it again. Heavenly spirit Buddha and I only met by chance, and when we met, he had already 

passed away. At that time, he chose me to be his successor, and we are not fated to be master and 

disciple!“ 

"Good, good!" 



Carefree Sanren smiled. Although his old friend had passed away, this kid was in line with his hobby. It 

was good that the heavenly spirit Buddha was here. It could be said to be another kind of inheritance. 

"Senior, are you and the heavenly spirit Buddha both from the immortal spirit world?" 

"Oh ... Why do you ask?" 

Carefree Sanren looked at ye chen and smiled. 

Chapter 2180 The Secret Of The Clouds! 

Ye chen walked toward carefree Sanren."The profound Spirit divine Art that the heavenly spirit Buddha 

cultivated is aimed at the law of celestial energy. Only a genius from the celestial Spirit realm can reach 

this level!" 

"Ha, you're really smart. Although we're cultivating in the immortal spirit world, we're not natives of the 

immortal spirit world. I'm a rogue cultivator. As the saying goes, the four Seas are home, and Buddha 

heavenly spirit, to be precise, he's from the Buddha world!" 

"The Buddha realm?" 

"That's right. He's a venerable from the Buddha realm. He wanted to break through and descend to the 

immortal spirit realm to cultivate, but in the end, he still couldn't ascend to the heaven realm. This is a 

great regret. As the successor of heavenly spirit Buddha, if you can fulfill his last wish, I think he'll be 

pleased when he knows in the underworld." 

Ye chen smiled at carefree Sanren's words. 

"Carefree Sanren, regardless of whether the heavenly spirit Buddha had such a last wish or not, I will still 

ascend to the heaven realm. The grudges of the past must be settled!" 

"Hahaha, kid, you're really like a heavenly Emperor in your previous life. It's alright. It's rare to have such 

courage!" 

"I'm not going to waste my breath on you. Do you know what the immortal spirit world is doing?“ 

Ye chen wanted to obtain information about the celestial Spirit world from this person. After all, the 

magic martial world had already made their move. The celestial Spirit world could not just sit back and 

do nothing. 

Carefree Sanren looked at ye chen with a disdainful smile as if the celestial Spirit world had nothing to 

do with him. However, for the sake of Buddha Tian Ling's successor, he said,"Ye chen, the immortal 

spirit realm has nothing to do with me anymore. As for what you're saying, it should be related to the 

recent actions of the magic martial realm, right?“ 

"Ha, you actually know about the magic martial arts world?" 

"What's so strange about a carefree Wanderer who knows everything about the world? The magic 

martial world and the immortal spirit world are both great forces, and not something a puny true 

immortal can control. For the sake of Buddha Tian Ling, I advise you not to cause trouble, and improve 

yourself first!" 
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"The actions of the immortal spirit realm and the magic martial realm are related to the safety of the 

underworld. As the underworld King, this is my responsibility!" 

"Sigh, there are always people who think they are extraordinary and defy the heavens!" 

"Ha, farewell, carefree Sanren!" 

Ye chen sneered and ignored him. He flew away. 

However, he didn't leave this vast world of floating clouds. Instead, he looked up because he could 

sense the existence of immortal energy laws from above. This place was very likely to be related to the 

immortal spirit world. 

In the yellow Springs battle Manor's territory, demon master bi 'an had lost track of ye chen. It was 

equivalent to losing his psionic power. How could he let this go? 

"Find him, find him, you must find ye chen!" 

"Yes!" 

The demon generals below moved out one after another. Millions of demon soldiers wreaked havoc in 

the spirit accumulation Valley in order to find ye Chen's location. 

On the sacrificial altar, the powerhouses of the yellow spring Battle Manor followed ye Chen's mental 

cultivation method and absorbed the spiritual accumulation power of the sacrificial altar. As time 

passed, many powerhouses broke through their own limits and used spiritual accumulation to directly 

improve their own Foundation. 

The entire spirit reservoir Valley had become the world of the demon race. All the living creatures were 

destroyed and turned into a dark land of death in the storm of demon energy. 

The three demon lords each led hundreds of thousands of demon troops to search for ye chen. 

Above the nine Heavens of the sacrificial altar, ye chen observed the mysteries of the floating cloud 

world alone. 

As the clouds surged, ye chen saw the fusion of various celestial energy laws. In such an environment, 

carefree Sanren's cultivation base must be unparalleled. It might even be above heavenly spirit Buddha. 

Ye chen sat cross-legged in the air, within the clouds, and felt the waves of celestial energy laws. 

The power of these immortal energy laws was even more powerful than the 18 spiritual pearls he had 

sensed on the sacrificial altar. 

" 18 spiritual pearls!" 

Ye chen released the venerable Buddha's eighteen spirit pearls in his body. The eighteen spirit pearls 

floated in the air and absorbed the immortal energy laws in the surrounding space. 

"Honored Buddha's Secret technique!" 

After obtaining the Buddha's light sarira, ye chen had already mastered the various mystical powers and 

secret techniques of the heavenly spirit Buddha. It was only a matter of proficiency in releasing them. 



Using the Buddha's Secret technique, the speed at which he absorbed these celestial energy laws was 

more than ten times faster. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

Soon, the eighteen spirit beads were suspended around the Buddha's light relic. Waves of pure celestial 

energy law surged toward ye chen like a vortex. 

This situation continued for twenty hours. Ye chen could feel the power of the Buddha's light sarira 

rising rapidly. There was even a new power surging in it. This was the power hidden within the Buddha's 

light sarira by the heavenly spirit Buddha. 

This power was formed from the pure laws of the Buddhist realm and was different from the laws of 

ordinary immortal energy. 

Ye Chen's heart trembled as he bathed in the Buddhist light. His mind flashed with lightning and 

memories began to gather. Among them, the figures of many Supreme powerhouses of the Buddha 

realm appeared. These figures were the ones ye chen had seen when he went to the Buddha realm on 

the beach. 

Among them, there were Almighties who released tens of thousands of golden rays to open a path for 

ye chen. A world venerable from the Buddhist realm ascended the eight Treasure glazed Pagoda to meet 

ye chen. The power of a world venerable shook the heavens and the world with infinite power. He had 

the posture of a Buddha King or a Buddha venerable. 

It was impossible for ye chen to meet such a person at the moment. However, with the guidance of the 

golden light from Buddha Tianling, his memory was recovering. 

It was as if these memories had been in his mind for a long time, and they had descended into this world 

along with the opportunities in his previous life. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The law of celestial energy had already reached its limit. Ye chen did not know how much celestial 

energy he had absorbed. The energy in his body was like a spring. His entire body was shaking, and it 

was even urging him to release it. 

"Ha, this is really a good place for cultivation. Carefree Sanren, no wonder you are cultivating here!" 

Ye chen stood up, his heart in shock. 

Ye chen had absorbed most of the celestial energy law in the surrounding clouds. At this moment, a hole 

had appeared in the nine Heavens. 

"That's ..." 

Ye chen looked at the hole and found that there seemed to be the evolution of the sun, moon, and stars 

in it. However, soon, the sun shone brightly and the stars disappeared. 

"What xuanxu, let me see!" 

He flew up and rode the Yin Yang wings, heading straight for the hole. 



On a cloud below, carefree Sanren looked up at the sky with a shocked expression. 

"Hmm ... So the profound mystery that I've never been able to comprehend is actually hidden above 

these nine layers of clouds, and the one that I can't see through has actually been broken by this kid. Is 

this really heaven's will?" 

Carefree Sanren was confident that he was talented but he could not understand the mystery of this 

place after cultivating for ten thousand years. On the other hand, ye chen had broken through the 

barrier of the heavenly law in less than twenty hours. The difference in talent was unimaginable. 

"Hahaha, since this is the will of the heavens, I shall ascend!" 

Carefree Sanren laughed out loud and flew up towards the hole. 

Ye chen spread his wings and entered the empty space. In an instant, the entire space shifted and he 

entered another domain. 

 


